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QUESTION ONE (12 marks) Use a separate writing booklet. 

(a) Evaluate ~43·1- 16·98 correct to one decimal place. 

{b) Solve x 2 = 3x. 

(c) Solve lx + 11 = 5. 

(d) Differentiate 3x +cos 2x. 

(e) Write down the exact value of tan 3;. 

(f) Find a primitive function of ~. 
X 

(g) Find a and b if a+ b0 = (3 + 0)(2- 0). 

QUESTION TWO (12 marks) Use a separate writing booklet. 

(a) y 

A(-1,5) 

Q D(l,O) 

In the diagram above ABCD is a square. 

(i) Find the gradient of AC. 

(ii) Show that the equation of BD is 7x- 3y- 7 = 0. 

(iii) Find q, the y-coordinate of B. 

(iv) Find the length of AC. 

(v) Hence, or otherwise, find the area of ABCD. 

C(6,2) 

X 
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Exam continues next page ... 
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4 

(b) (i) Evaluate L _n_. 
n=2 n + 1 

(ii) Evaluate 12 

e dx. 

(c) Find the limiting sum of the geometric series 500 + 100 + 20 + 4 + · · ·. 

(d) Find J 2x dx. 
2x +3 

QUESTION THREE (12 marks) Use a separate writing booklet. 

(a) Differentiate with respect to x: 

(i) ex2-9 

(ii) x 2 tan 5x 

(b) Consider the parabola (x- 1)2 = -6(y + 4). 

(i) Write down coordinates of the vertex. 

(ii) Find the equation of the directrix. 

. 3-rr 

(c) Evaluate 12 

2cosxdx, leaving your answer as an exact value. 
3 

(d) Find the sum of the arithmetic series 1 + 4 + 7 + · · · + 226. 

(e) Find k such that Jk dx = 2. 
1 X 

Exam continues overleaf ... 

Marks 
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QUESTION FOUR (12 marks) Use a separate writing booklet. 

(a) 

B 

A C 
5 D 

In the diagram above, triangle ABC has dimensions AB = 7 em and BC = 15 em. 
The point D lies on AC such that AD = 5 em and BD = 3 em. 

Marks 

(i) Use the cosine rule to show that LADE= 120°. ~ 

(ii) Show that LBCD = 10° (rounded to the nearest degree). ~ 

(iii) Find the length of DC, correct to the nearest millimetre. ~ 

(b) The roots of the quadratic equation px2
- x + q = 0 are -1 and 3. Find p and q. @] 

(c) Find the equation of the normal to the curve y = (2- x) 3 at the point where x = o~ @] 

QUESTION FIVE (12 marks) Use a separate writing booklet. 

(a) A particle moves in a straight line. At timet seconds, its displacement x metres from 
the origin is given by x = 3 cos ~, where 0 < t ::; 47r. 

(i) Sketch the graph of x as a function oft. 

(ii) Find the times at which the particle is at rest. 

(iii) What is the particle's initial displacement and acceleration? 

(iv) Find the total distance travelled by the particle. 

2 

(b) Consider the function f(x) = x 
2

. 
1+x 

(.) "( ) 2(1 - 3x
2

) 
1 Show that f x = (1 + x 2 ) 3 

(ii) For what values of xis the function concave up? 

Exam continues next page ... 

Marks 
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QUESTION SIX (12 marks) Use a separate writing booklet. 

(a) The table below shows the value of a function f(x) for three values of x. 

X 3 4 5 

f(x) v'7 vl4 v'23 

Use the trapezoidal rule with the three given function values to find an approximation 

of 15 

f(x) dx. Give your answer correct to one decimal place. 

·(b) A ball is rolled up an inclined plane and is subject to an acceleration of a= -6m/s2. 

Initially the ball has a velocity of v = 12 m/s and its displacement, measured from 
the bottom of the plane, is 36m. 

Marks 

(i) Show that the velocity function is v = 12 - 6t. [!] 
(ii) Find the displacement as a function of time. [II 

(iii) When does the ball reach the bottom of the plane and what is its speed then? [II 

(c) The fruit bat population in the Sydney Botanical Gardens has been increasing _ 
according to the equation P = Aekt, where A and k are constants. On 1st April 2005 
there were 4800 bats, and by 1st April 2007 there were 10 800. 

(i) Show that k =loge~- @] 
(ii) If the trend continues without any-intervention, how many bats will inhabit the [!]. 

gardens by 1st April 2010? 

(iii) During what year is the bat population increasing at a rate of 6500 bats per year? [II 

Exam continues overleaf ... 
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QUESTION SEVEN (12 marks) Use a separate writing booklet. Marks 

(a) Find the area between the curves y = x 2 and x = y2
. II] 

(b) Alex decides to invest $30 000 into an investment fund offering 9% p.a. interest com- II] 
pounded monthly. How many months will it be before his money has doubled? Give 
your answer correct to the nearest month. 

1 
(c) Gabriel's Horn is formed by rotating the area enclosed by the curve y = - and the 

X 

(d) 

x-axis, between x = 1 and x = a, around the x-axis. 

(i) Find the volume of the horn when a= 5. 

(ii) Find the limiting value of the volume as a gets larger. 

A 

In the diagram above, ABC is a Reuleaux Triangle. Its sides are equal arcs of 
congruent circles centred at A, B and C. The radius of each circle is 12 em. Find: 

(i) the perimeter of the Reuleaux Triangle, 

(ii) the exact area of the Reuleaux Triangle. 

Exam continues next page ... 
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QUESTION EIGHT (12 marks) Use a separate writing booklet. 

(a) Karen borrows $15000 from the bank. The loan plus interest and charges are to be 
repaid at the end of each month in equal monthly instalments of $M over 5 years. 
Interest is charged at 6% p.a. and is calculated on the balance owing at the beginning 
of each month. Furthermore, at the end of each month a bank charge of $15 is added 
to the account. 
Let An be the amount owing after n months. 

Marks 

(i) Write down expressions for A1 and A2 and show that the amount owing after [I] 
three months is given by 

A3 = 15000 X 1·0053
- (M- 15)(1 + 1·005 + 1·0052

). 

(ii) Hence write an expression of An. 

(iii) Find the monthly instalment, correct to the nearest cent. 

(b) The line x - 4y + 2 = 0 is a tangent to the parabola x = Ay2
, where A is a constant. 

(i) Form a quadratic equation and hence show that A= 2. ~ 

(ii) Draw a neat sketch of the parabola and the tangent, showing the point of contact. [!] 

QUESTION NINE (12 marks) Use a separate writing booklet. Marks 

(a) (i) Show that :x (x In x- x) = lnx. 

(ii) y 
3 

I X 

NOT TO 
SCALE 

The shaded region in the diagram above is bounded by the curve y =loge x, the ~ 
line y = 3 and the cordinate axes. Using the result in part (i), or otherwise, find 
the exact area of the region. 

Exam continues overleaf ... 
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(b) 7 
Aj,----~---~B 

E 

F 

In the diagram above, ABCD and AEFD are parallelograms. AE bisects LDAB and 
DC bisects LFDA. Let LDAG =a and LFDG = (3. 

(i) Show that 6AGD is equilateral, giving reasons. 

(ii) If AD= 2 units and AB = 7 units, show that the area of the the 

. ABFD. 770 . trapezmm IS -
4
- square umts. 

(c) Show that if y = ex~ e-x then y" = Vl + (y')2. 

QUESTION TEN 

(a) 

Use a separate writing booklet. 

~-----------~B 

M 

p 

The square ABCD is shown above. The diagonals AC and BD intersect at M. 
Pis a point on the diagonal AC between M and C, and Pis joined to D. The point 
X is chosen on D P so that AX _l D P, and AX intersects the diagonal DB at Q. 
Let LDAQ =e. 

The diagram has been reproduced on a separate sheet which can be used for your 
solution to this question. Insert this sheet with the rest of Question 10. 

(i) Show that LPDC =e. 

(ii) Hence show that 6ADQ- 6DCP. 

(iii) Deduce that 6DXQ Ill 6AMQ. 

Exam continues next page ... 

Marks 
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(b) 
6krn 

ll;:-------------------,i. s 
llan ie e! 

The diagram above shows that the distance between a boy's home H and his school S 
is 6 km. A canal ABC D is 1 km from both his home and school. In winter the 
canal is frozen, so he take an alternate route HBCS, walking HB, skating BC and 
walking CS. His walking speed is 4km/h and his skating speed is 12km/h. Let 
LAH B = LDSC = B. 

lkrn 

. 1 1 tan() ~ 
(i) Show that the time taken for th1s alternate route is T = () +-- --. 2 

2cos 2 6 

(ii) Find, to the nearest minute, the value of() which minimises the time taken for [!] 
the journey to school. 

END OF EXAMINATION 
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